RFI Questions
Question: Is the insurance requirement required in the bid response, or upon award?
Answer: Please provide insurance information upon award.
Question: On page 19-Accounting/Tracking System. It states “Users need to be identified
based upon login/Centralized Code Management.” Can we utilize the District’s Active Directory
for the user identifications? Also, how much of the billing process does the District want
handled by the software?
Answer: Yes – we currently utilize LDAP for this data. As of now, we utilize the reports to
determine costs per business unit – sometimes this requires a cost breakdown per user.
Question: On page 13, Item B, last bullet - How many card readers are you going to need?
Answer: We would need one for every unit at each of those sites – currently ~5 at each site
Question: On page 14, Which Fax Server does the District currently have?
Answer: We currently use xmedius
Question: On page 18, Color Category 6, will a bidder be disqualified if their solution for this
category is 80ppm and not 91ppm?
Answer: No
Question: On page 18, Color Category 6, will a bidder be disqualified if they “no bid” this
category?
Answer: No
Question: On page 20, Existing Lease Buyout with one year remaining – Only the District and/or
their current Vendor will be able to obtain the buyout on their existing leases from their
Financing Company/Dept. To be fair and equitable to all bidders, can the District please provide
bidders with the buyout amount for their existing leases?
Answer: We apologize for this misinformation – our lease ends May 2018 – there is no buyout
Question: Can the District please provide an excel spreadsheet with their current
copier/MFD/printer fleet with print/copy volumes?
Answer: I have attached the data that I have to the end of this document. The numeric portion of
the device name is the model number of the printer. All are Canon with the exception of the
2135’s which are Kyoceras.
Question: What software are you currently using for your Accounting Tracking System?
Answer: We currently use uniFLOW
Question: What is the current Document System that your district is using?

Answer: We just began using Laserfiche this year.
Question: Do the students print to the fleet from student assigned devices?
Answer: We do not allow student printing at this time

Printer List:
The numeric portion of the name is the model - for example LAWLP-C7270OFF is a Canon
C7270

LAWLP-6255RM108
LAWLP-6255RM208
LAWLP-6255RM317
LAWLP-500
LAWLP-C7270OFF
LAWLP-6255RM611
LAWLP-2135PR
LAWLP-2135VP
LAWLP-2135SPED
LAWLP-4225LIB
LALEP-2135LIB
LALEP-5255LAB
LALEP-6275WR
LALEP-2135PR
LALEP-2135SPED
LALEP-C350SPED
LALEP-C250MAINT
LABEP-2135PR
LABEP-7270OFF
LABEP-4255LIB
LABEP-6255RM415
LABEP-6255RM503

LABEP-6255RM604
LABEP-6255RM711
LABEP-2135VP
LAQEP-7270OFF
LAQEP-6255BLDGH
LAQEP-4225LIB
LAQEP-6255BLDGD
LAQEP-6255BLDGE
LAQEP-6255BLDGF
LAQEP-6255BLDGG
LAQEP-500OFF
LAQEP-2135PR
LADOP-C7270WR
LADOP-C7570WR
LADOP-2135SUP
LADOP-500SEC
LADOP-2135CBO
LADOP-500BO
LADOP-2135ASUP
LADOP-2135SPED
LADOP-2135
LADOP-3920DNC1
LAHSP-2135FC
LAHSP-2135OFFSUP
LAHSP-6255BLDC
LAHSP-6255LR
LAHSP-7270WR
LAHSP-2135RMA129
LAHSP-2135RMA134

LAHSP-2135GLR
LAHSP-2135BLR
LAHSP-2135RMA13
LAHSP-1730CAF
LAHSP-2135AR
LAHSP-C250TECH
LAHSP-2135RMA131
LAHSP-2135RMA132
LAHSP-2135VP
LAHSP-2135VP2
LAALP-7270OFF
LAALP-2135OFF1
LAALP-2135OFF2
LAALP-4225LIB
LAALP-6255BLDGC
LAALP-6255BLDGD
LAALP-6255BLDGE
LAALP-6255BLDGF
LAALP-6255BLDGG

